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Abstract: The computation of the unknown intracranial
sources responsible for scalp-measured Event-Related
Potentials is an active research field, due to the relation

of the potentials to brain information mechanisms. In
the present work a method for computing extended
intracranial evoked current source distributions is used
for inverting ERPs of a group of Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder (OCD) patients. The comparison of the
distributions to those computed from a normal control
group indicates a statistically significant differentiation
concerning source amplitudes at specific cortex regions.
INTRODUCTION
Research concerning inversion of ERPs, i.e. hurnarr
brain potentials measured when a subject is exposed to
psychologically significant stimuli, have successfully
focused on finding localized current dipoles that optimally
fit the measured potentials [-31. A new method has been
proposed which inverts the ERPs to extended intracranial
current distributions [4,51. The aim of the method is to
provide information about such distributions taking
advantage of an electric field analysis which enables the
observation of separated and even distant current sources
and sinks. In the present work the inversion technique was
applied to patients with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
(OCD), which is a common and often chronic and
disabling neuropsychiatric condition [6], and results were
obtained by comparing their intracranial distributions to
the computed current sources of a control group.

METHODS
The subjects consisted of a sample of 24 right-handed
patients. diagnosed as OCD patients according to the
DSM-IV diagnostic criteria, with mean age 30,2+ 13,04
years and a sarnple of 24 matched non-paLient controls.
Each subject was submitted to the Wechsler test [5]. ERPs
recorded were inverted to intracranial source distributions.

For this a three-layered head model is adopted with
concentric layers. The brain region supposed active is
divided into n small voxels Auu,with centres at Ik,
carrying an unknown average volume source current
density pJ* , k=I,...,n. pr G) represents the amount of
source current generated per unit volurne (A/m3;. Head
potentials V1 are measured at m finite points ri, i:1,...,m.

The inversion problem equation can be stated in matrix
form

as:

A'X: Y

(l)
Y:[yi], yi:Vi, i:1,...,m, X:[x1], xp:p:* Aup,
k=I,...,n, A:[a1], ai1=GlGi,ft) and G3 is the Green
function connecting the source at Ik with the observation
point Ii. The unknown current intensity quantities x1
where

correspond to point current activities situated at the ceutre
of each voxel, representing the whole voxel activity.

Eq.( I )
is solved through Algebraic
Reconstruction Techniques (ART) used in CT and
PET[71. Following inversions, for each voxel centre
location and each time moment the mean value and the
standard deviation of the current intensity values where

computed

for the patient and control group and the

corresponding t-value and significance parameter p where
extracted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The model used in the inversiou process had shell radii

11=9.0cm, r2:9.7cm, 13:10.0cm,

conductances

or =or :0,33S/m, 6 2:0,0042S/m and m:15,n:60. As
simulations have shown [5], the investigated source region
should be restricted to a two-dirnensional spherical shell.

The shell used is described by 0< e <3600, 0< 9 <800,
rr:8,7cm, corresponding to the outer layer of the cortex.
Since both sources and sinks are positioned in this shell the
investigated current flow is tangential, reflecting mainly
sulcal cortical activity. The existence of superhcial
tangential current dipole distribution with topologically
distinct source and sink regions in outer cortical layers
could be an indicator for the existence of electrical activity
of inverse polarity in deeper layers. Inversions were carried
on with ARTI algorithm, which converged to a solution

fitting the externally measured potentials with an accuracy
better than99,9oÄfor 1000 iteration cycles.
The main finding of the present study was the existence
of a statistically significant differentiation between the
intracranial current value amplitudes of the OCD patients
and the normal control group. It consists of an attenuation
of current sinks, eventually leading to a polarity change to
current sources, in the right temporal cortex and the

orbitofrontal cortex, bilaterally, in OCD patients in
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I : Mean

intracranial current intensity (in nAmp) of
the patients group for t:lOOms at voxels where p<0.05

Figure

comparison with normal controls, concerning inverted
values corresponding to the N1g6 ERP cornponent (80recognized as a consistent
As an indicative example in Figures

l50ms). This component is
index of attention

[].

Figure 2 : Mean intracranial current intensiry (in nAmp) of
the control group for t:l00ms at voxels where p<0.05
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